
CYMDEITHASFA CHWARAEON LLANGENNECH & BRYN SPORTS ASSOCIATION 

Dear Mr Anderson, 

I am writing to you as Chairman of the newly formed Llangennech and Bryn Sports Association. 

The aims of the LBSA are to bring together and improve relations among different sports, education 

and social organisations within the Llangennech & Bryn community. We aim to promote 

participation in recreational activities, mutual support and joint aid among our members. The LBSA 

also aims to establish sports clubs and participate in different sporting activities, while sharing ideas 

associated with improving community sporting facilities. We will also organise fundraising events to 

aid development of facilities and participation and explore funding opportunities in order to 

improve grass roots facilities, while working with the relevant funding bodies. 

The LBSA has diverse membership from contributors across the community. The LBSA will serve to 

seek potential opportunities to improve the facilities of the under-utilised spaces available to the 

community, and leave a legacy that following generations will reap the benefits of. We are always 

open to new membership and invite all people who support the aims of the organisation and can 

offer ideas and action in raising funds and exploring opportunities.  

As one of the primary institutions within the community, we would like to invite you to become a 

member of the LBSA and enjoy a mutually beneficial relationship in aiding the whole 

community. As a member, your school will have a voice on matters arising and will be afforded a 

vote on decisions regarding projects that affect the community.  
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More information on the LBSA can be researched at our website, www.llanbrynsports.org. 

Please get in touch or fill in the relevant application form, which you can download from the 

website, in order to discuss your membership. 

Thank you / Diolch  

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Phil Willock 

Chairman

Cymdeithasfa Chwaraeon Llangennech & Bryn Sports Association 
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